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THINK AND THANK.—By S. W. Cooper. 50 cents.

HISTORY OF THE JEWS.—By Prof. H. Graetz. Six volumes, $9.00. Per volume, $2.00.

RABBI AND PRIEST.—By Milton Goldsmith. $1.00.


VOEGELE'S MARRIAGE AND OTHER TALES.—(Special Series, No. 2).—By Louis Schnabel. 25 cents.

*CHILDREN OF THE GHETTO.—By I. Zangwill. Two Volumes. $2.50.

SOME JEWISH WOMEN.—By Henry Zirndorf. $1.25.

SABBATH HOURS.—By Liebman Adler. $1.25.

PAPERS OF THE JEWISH WOMEN'S CONGRESS, CHICAGO, 1893. $1.00.

OLD EUROPEAN JEWRIES.—By David Philipson. $1.25.

JEWISH LITERATURE AND OTHER ESSAYS.—By Gustav Karpeles. $1.25.

THE TALMUD.—(Special Series, No. 3).—By Emanuel Deutsch. 30 cents.

READINGS AND RECITATIONS.—Compiled by Isabel E. Cohen. $1.25.

* Books marked with an asterisk sold to Members only.
ADVERTISEMENTS

*STUDIES IN JUDAISM.—By S. Schechter. $1.75.

*JEWISH LIFE IN THE MIDDLE AGES.—By Israel Abrahams. $1.75.

IN THE PALE.—By Henry Iliowizi. $1.25.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN, NEW YORK, 1896. $1.00.

THE TALMUD.—(Special Series, No. 4).—By Arsène Darmedsteter. 30 cents.

A SKETCH OF JEWISH HISTORY.—(Special Series, No. 5).—By Gustav Karpeles. 30 cents.

*DREAMERS OF THE Ghetto.—By I. Zangwill. $1.50.

JEWISH SERVICES IN SYNAGOGUE AND HOME.—By Lewis N. Dembitz. $1.75.

LOST PRINCE ALMON.—By Louis Pendleton. 75 cents.

CHAPTERS ON JEWISH LITERATURE.—By Israel Abrahams. $1.75.

AMERICAN JEWISH YEAR BOOK.—Edited by Cyrus Adler.
For 5660 (1889-1900). 75 cents.
For 5661 (1900-1901). $1.00.
For 5662 (1901-1902). 75 cents.
For 5663 (1902-1903). 75 cents.
For 5664 (1903-1904). 75 cents.
For 5665 (1904-1905). $1.00.

*THEY THAT WALK IN DARKNESS.—By I. Zangwill. $1.50.

UNDER THE EAGLE’S WING.—By Sara Miller. 75 cents.

THE ETHICS OF JUDAISM, PARTS I AND II.—By M. Lazarus, Ph.D. $2.50.

SONS OF THE COVENANT.—By Samuel Gordon. $1.50.

SONGS OF EXILE.—By Nina Davis. 75 cents.

IDYLS OF THE GASS.—By Martha Wolfenstein. $1.25.

* Books marked with an asterisk sold to Members only.
HEARTH AND HOME ESSAYS.—(Special Series, No. 6).—By Esther J. Ruskay. 30 cents.

STRANGERS AT THE GATE.—By Samuel Gordon. $1.50.


THE VALE OF CEDARS AND OTHER TALES.—By Grace Aguilair. $1.50.

JEWISH HISTORY.—By S. M. Dubnow. $1.00.

MAIMONIDES.—By Yellin and Abrahams. $1.00.

*WITHIN THE PALE.—By Michael Davitt. $1.20 net.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. Leather, 75 cents. Cloth, 50 cents.

THE VOICE OF AMERICA ON KISHINEFF.—Edited by Cyrus Adler. $1.00.

IN ASSYRIAN TENTS.—By Louis Pendleton. 75 cents.

LEGENDS AND TALES.—Compiled by Isabel E. Cohen. 75 cents.

JEWS IN MANY LANDS.—By Elkan Nathan Adler. $1.25.

BEATING SEA AND CHANGELESS BAR.—By Jacob Lazarre. 75 cents.

* Books marked with an asterisk sold to Members only.

SPECIAL TERMS TO SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES

608 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Bequests, Donations, and Life Membership Dues ($100) are placed in the Permanent Fund

FORM OF BEQUEST

I give, bequeath, and devise to the Jewish Publication Society of America (here add the nature and amount of the bequest)______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

J. P. SOLOMON, EDITOR

WM. J. SOLOMON, PUBLISHER

THE HEBREW STANDARD

ESTABLISHED IN 1881

AMERICA'S LEADING JEWISH FAMILY PAPER

Subscription Price $2.00 Per Annum

SEND FOR SPECIMEN COPY

87 NASSAU STREET

NEW YORK
THE LARGEST, BEST AND MOST WIDELY READ JEWISH JOURNAL IN THE SOUTH IS

The Jewish Ledger
of New Orleans

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
SUBSCRIPTION $2.00 PER YEAR

IT IS NEWSY AND INTERESTING
SUBSCRIBE FOR IT.—READ IT

Advertisers will find it the best medium through which to reach the Jewish people in the South.

FOR RATES AND FURTHER INFORMATION
ADDRESS

THE JEWISH LEDGER
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
"The Jewish Tribune is a model of almost perfect typography and presswork."—The Inland Printer.

A Fearless Exponent of True Judaism

THE JEWISH TRIBUNE

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

Rev. Dr. N. Mosessoohn Montague N. A. Cohen
Editor and Publisher Associate Editor

David N. Mosessoohn
Manager

The only Jewish publication in the Pacific Northwest.
Reaches practically every Jewish home west of Chicago and north of San Francisco.
The largest Jewish periodical in the West.
Carries more advertising than any similar publication west of the Mississippi.
The Jewish Tribune is a periodical of high merit.
"If we only had more weeklies like The Jewish Tribune, American Judaism would indeed be different," says a prominent rabbi.

SUBSCRIPTION $2.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE
SAMPLE COPIES ON APPLICATION

ADDRESS:

THE JEWISH TRIBUNE
Suite 616 Chamber of Commerce Portland, Oregon
FOR YOUR HEALTH AND DELIGHT
YOU SHOULD ALWAYS USE THE
CARMEL WINES AND COGNACS

Grown in the Palestine Jewish Colonies, made and matured in the excellent wine cellars of Baron E. de Rothschild in Rishon-le-Zion.
Awarded GOLD MEDAL for purity and excellence at the PARIS WORLD EXHIBITION in 1900.
Highly recommended by great medical authorities for medicinal properties.
FINE CLARETS and WHITE WINES. CHOICE SWEET WINES. DELICIOUS COGNACS.

ABSOLUTE PURITY GUARANTEED,
Always look for Paris Exhibition Medal on our Labels. Beware of Imitations.

SOLE REPRESENTATIVES IN AMERICA
CARMEL WINE COMPANY,
311 FIFTH STREET, NEW YORK.
CHICAGO BRANCH: 443 S. HALSTED STREET.

THE JEWISH OUTLOOK
A WEEKLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE JEWISH COMMUNITIES
OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY

Rabbi William S. Friedman  Dr. Moses Collins
Editor  Bus. Mgr. and Treas.

Subscription, $2.00 per year

The Jewish Outlook will stand for everything pertaining to Jewish interests, synagogal and institutional. It will chronicle the most important foreign and domestic news, and will particularly concern itself with the doings of the Jews in the Rocky Mountain region.
THE FRIEDENWALD COMPANY

PRINTERS :: ::

LITHOGRAPHERS

BOOKBINDERS ::

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND